Name/timing of market

Keynsham Farmers’ Market Second Saturday of each
month(9am-1pm)

Address and postcode

Market Walk, Keynsham, BS31 1FS This is in the new
pedestrianized town centre
Adam can be texted on 07980 191617

Day manager/contact details
Indoor/outdoor

Table provided/needed and
space available
Electricity

Unloading and parking

Toilet facilities
Refreshments

Any other useful
information about the
market for a new trader
Prices

Canopy market in the pedestrianized town centre next
to the High Street. It is a windy location so weigh down
your leaflets. If the wind is above 20mph we must cancel
the zap canopies and traders must bring their own
gazebos to be able to trade ( usually 3 x a year) so worth
investing in a heavy weight gazebo.
A 3m x 2.5m canopy is provided, but bring your own
tables. Stall shares can sometimes be negotiated.
A popup electricity unit is available but needs to be
arranged in advance. You will need leads, an outdoor
plug and PAT tested equipment
Market Walk has an adjacent unloading area-please
unload quickly and park your car before setting up your
stall. Parking is free of charge in the Bath Hill Car Park,
five minutes away down the hill. As loading space at the
end of the market will not accommodate everyone, the
day manager may use a rota to ease congestion
There’s a public toilet in the nearby Library/One Stop
Shop during opening hours or alternatively ask to use
the toilet at one of the cafes.
Hot drinks are available from a variety of cafés on the
same site including the Library café. One of them comes
and takes orders and delivers to traders breakfast & hot
drinks!
We have a large local customer base and a good profile
in the town with support from the Town Council, BANES
and Thatcher +Hallam our sponsors.
£27 on the day (£5 discount for veg/plants)

